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1 Introduction 
Dell Repository Manager is a Windows application that helps manage system updates easily and 

effectively. The Official Dell Support site (support.dell.com) provides access to all the latest updates for 

different platforms in one single place. Searching the site for updates meant for different platforms and 

manually importing them to Dell Repository Manager can be a time consuming and difficult task. This 

paper looks at how a user can use Dell Repository Manager to search and build repositories from the latest 

updates available at the Dell Support site. It does not cover the functions available under the Schedule 

Automatic Search feature. 

With Dell Repository Manager, a user can directly search for the latest updates available from the Dell 

Support site (support.dell.com) for Dell supported platforms based on Brand and Model or a Service Tag. A 

user can download the updates or build a repository from the search results. 

The benefits of using Dell Repository Manager to download and/or build an update repository from Dell 

Support site are: 

• Access to the latest updates not available in the Dell FTP catalog: The Dell FTP catalog is usually 

updated once a month and may not always refer to the latest updates. This new feature helps a user to 

build a customized repository which includes the latest updates for the specific platforms. 

• Easy filter options: The user can use various filters on the search results to select only the needed 

updates for downloading or building a repository. 

• Ability to submit download and export jobs to queue: Users can submit download and export related 

jobs to a background jobs queue for processing which are time consuming tasks. 

• Access to all file formats: Users can also find and download non- DUP updates for platforms. 
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2 Searching for the latest updates 
The Search for latest updates function can be launched by clicking a button from My Repositories tab as 

shown in the below. You can also use the drop down menu “Source - > Search the Dell Support site”. 

 

Figure 1 Launching the Search function from My Repositories 

In order to use this function, Dell Repository Manager requires an internet connection. The preferred and 

the default way to search for updates is by selecting the one or more model(s) across various available 

brands. 

2.1 Search the latest updates by platform model 
Follow these steps to search for updates for single or multiple brands (Figure 2 shows these steps): 

1. Select a particular brand from the list of brands listed. The list can vary based on the mode Dell 

Repository Manager is started (Data Center version or Business client version). 

2. Next select the particular model for the selected brand. User can select single or multiple models 

from same brand or different brands. 

3. Click “Add” to select the model to the list of selected models for search. 

4. Finally click the “Search” button to start searching for updates. 
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Figure 2 Search latest updates on Dell support site 

The search results provide a list of updates for the selected models. The list of details provides update file 

name, update type, version, criticality, posting date, file size, file format, and if the file format is a DUP. 

Also, placing the mouse on a particular update can provide a description for the update. Figure 3 shows 

the layout of the search results. The results are grouped by platform/ model. You can expand or collapse 

every group to show or hide updates for the particular model. 

2.2 Search the latest updates by service tag 
There is an alternative way to search for latest updates using service tag. Dell Repository Manager will 

identify the associated brand and model for the given service tag. Hence, this option restricts you to 

search for single model at a time.  

For searching updates based on service tag, select the option for “Service Tag” and type in service tag for 

the platform. This option supports only one service tag at this time. If a valid service tag is entered, the 

search should return results for the model identified. 
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Figure 3 Search results showing updates for selected models 
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3 Searching for Non- DUP Files 
The Support site also hosts files other than Dell Update Packages (a.k.a. DUP). These files are also 

associated with platforms and are referred to as non-DUP in DRM parlance. 

The search support files feature also lets you find the non- DUPs related to platforms of your interest. To 

search for non- DUP, be sure to check the “All file formats” option instead of the default selection referred 

to in Figure 2. The search results will include every file that is attached to your choice of platforms. The 

figure below shows a sample output. The File Format column will tag a non- DUP as either an Update File 

or Documentation. The files classified as Documentation are typically user guides, readme files, release 

notes, PDF, XML and HTML files. All the rest non-DUP are classified as Update File; these are best 

estimates for a binary executable programs that are not DUP. You can also export or download 

Documentation for later reference. 

 

Figure 4 Search results showing non-DUP for selected models 
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4 Using filters on the search results 
After search results are available in the results grid the user can use different filters available on the left 

pane to drill down to the needed results. See Figure:4 that shows all available filters. 

1. Keyword: Use this filter for any text- based searches on the results. The filter will look through wide 

range of attributes including the file name, description, type, version, criticality and the posting 

date. 

2. File Format: Use this filter to narrow down on Dell Update Packages (a.k.a. DUP) as well as other 

files that are not classified as DUP(s). The DUPs are further classified by targeted operating systems 

that they are intended to run on. The non- DUPs are segregated as Documentation and Update 

Files. The Documentation option includes all the non-DUPs that are tagged as user manuals, 

guides, read-me files and the like; the rest are shown as Update Files. 

3. Update type: Use this filter to view updates by type like BIOS, firmware, driver, application or utility 

updates. The Others option includes all the update files that are not either of the five. This option is 

applicable only if the search was made on all file formats. 

4. Criticality: Use this filter to show updates based on criticality fields: Recommended, Urgent or 

Optional. The Others option includes all the update files that are not either of the three. This 

option is applicable only if the search was made on all file formats. 

5. Availability: This filter can filter out updates not available in Dell FTP catalog based on the selection 

criteria. This filter uses the catalog available on the Dell FTP site (ftp://ftp.dell.com/catalog) and not 

the source repository available inside Dell Repository Manager. Since the Dell FTP catalog is 

usually updated once a quarter, it may not contain the latest updates. This filter can be useful to 

filter out updates that are missing from the catalog and newer than the release date of the catalog. 

Also since the catalog carries only up to two versions of any update, the results of the filter may 

show some older updates. 

6. Date Range: Use this filter to view updates that were released within a date range. For example this 

is helpful to see all updates released within a quarter. 
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Figure 5 Filter options for search results 
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5 Downloading and building repositories from latest updates 
From the list of updates available in the search results, the user can perform the following tasks: 

1. Download File: This option lets the user to download the update to a particular folder on the 

system. This option is available for both DUP and non-DUP file formats. If the user selects non-

DUP update files, the digital signature of the files will not be validated. This operation will submit a 

job to the jobs queue which will be scheduled to run immediately after other jobs in the queue. 

2. Export: This option lets the user to export the updates to an existing repository or create a new 

repository from the updates selected. If the user selects any non- DUP updates for export, they will 

be exported as unmanaged updates. The export process first downloads all updates to the local 

drive before exporting them to the repository. 

If the user selects to create a new repository, the user will need to provide a name for the repository. A 

new job is submitted to the jobs queue with the selected options. When the operation completes, the 

repository can be viewed from the “My Repositories” tab. Figure 6 shows the options available for 

exporting. 

If the user selects to export the updates to an existing repository, after the export process completes, the 

user can open the repository and go to the Components tab to find the update. 
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Figure 6 Exporting to new or existing repositories 
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6 Automatically building bundles and keeping repositories up 

to date with the latest updates (Data Center mode only) 
During export of updates to an existing repository or new repository, bundle creation options are set by 

default. These two options allow the user to replace old updates with the latest ones and create a new 

bundle.  

Bundle creation options: 

1. With the replace option, user can update any existing bundle having older update files with the 

latest updates selected from the search results. Dell Repository Manager can automatically find 

older updates and replace them with the latest updates in all the bundles available in the 

repository. The older updates will be moved to a separate archived bundle. 

2. The “Create new bundle” option provides an option to create model specific bundles based on the 

selected updates. If the search results contain multiple models, selecting updates from different 

models will create separate bundles for each model. Based on the type of update, either a 

Windows 32-bit, Windows 64-bit, Linux or OS independent bundle is created. 

3. The “Export Bundles to Light Weight Deployment Pack” option lets you create a LWDP output to a 

Windows folder of your choice. This option honors all the existing selections and additionally 

creates the output media. 

 

Figure 7 Bundles created for selected updates 
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7 Manually updating a repository with the latest updates 
A user can manually update a repository with updates available from the Dell Support site. The following 

steps help a user to update an existing repository with the latest updates available from the Dell support 

site.  

1. Start with building a new repository of latest updates available. Search for the updates based on 

the platform or service tag and export the updates to a new repository. This repository will be a 

temporary repository to use for updating the existing repository. 

2. After exporting the updates to a new repository, open the repository that needs to be updated with 

the latest updates. 

3. Now click “Run a comparison” link from the Repository drop down menu. 

4. Select the newly created temporary repository in Step- 1 as the source repository and click 

Compare. 

5. After the comparison operation is completed the “Newer Versions” tab should show the results of 

what is new. Select all the required updates and click Update. Now the old updates in the bundles 

should be replaced with the latest updates. The old will be moved to an archived bundle. The 

existing repository should now be in sync with the latest available updates. 
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Figure 8 Updating a repository after running a comparison 
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8 Summary 
Dell Repository Manager provides easy access to search for latest updates available on the Official Dell 

Support site and provides different options to download or export updates to repositories. This paper 

detailed many options available to the user for staying up to date with the latest updates available from 

Dell. 
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[bookmark: _Ref359423309]Dell Repository Manager is a Windows application that helps manage system updates easily and effectively. The Official Dell Support site (support.dell.com) provides access to all the latest updates for different platforms in one single place. Searching the site for updates meant for different platforms and manually importing them to Dell Repository Manager can be a time consuming and difficult task. This paper looks at how a user can use Dell Repository Manager to search and build repositories from the latest updates available at the Dell Support site. It does not cover the functions available under the Schedule Automatic Search feature.

With Dell Repository Manager, a user can directly search for the latest updates available from the Dell Support site (support.dell.com) for Dell supported platforms based on Brand and Model or a Service Tag. A user can download the updates or build a repository from the search results.

The benefits of using Dell Repository Manager to download and/or build an update repository from Dell Support site are:

•	Access to the latest updates not available in the Dell FTP catalog: The Dell FTP catalog is usually updated once a month and may not always refer to the latest updates. This new feature helps a user to build a customized repository which includes the latest updates for the specific platforms.

•	Easy filter options: The user can use various filters on the search results to select only the needed updates for downloading or building a repository.

•	Ability to submit download and export jobs to queue: Users can submit download and export related jobs to a background jobs queue for processing which are time consuming tasks.

•	Access to all file formats: Users can also find and download non-DUP updates for platforms.

[bookmark: _Toc375220845]Searching for the latest updates

The Search for latest updates function can be launched by clicking a button from My Repositories tab as shown in the below. You can also use the drop down menu “Source -> Search the Dell Support site”.
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Launching the Search function from My Repositories

In order to use this function, Dell Repository Manager requires an internet connection. The preferred and the default way to search for updates is by selecting the one or more model(s) across various available brands.

[bookmark: _Toc375220846]Search the latest updates by platform model

Follow these steps to search for updates for single or multiple brands (Figure 2 shows these steps):

Select a particular brand from the list of brands listed. The list can vary based on the mode Dell Repository Manager is started (Data Center version or Business client version).

Next select the particular model for the selected brand. User can select single or multiple models from same brand or different brands.

Click “Add” to select the model to the list of selected models for search.

Finally click the “Search” button to start searching for updates.
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Search latest updates on Dell support site

The search results provide a list of updates for the selected models. The list of details provides update file name, update type, version, criticality, posting date, file size, file format, and if the file format is a DUP. Also, placing the mouse on a particular update can provide a description for the update. Figure 3 shows the layout of the search results. The results are grouped by platform/ model. You can expand or collapse every group to show or hide updates for the particular model.

[bookmark: _Toc375220847]Search the latest updates by service tag

There is an alternative way to search for latest updates using service tag. Dell Repository Manager will identify the associated brand and model for the given service tag. Hence, this option restricts you to search for single model at a time. 

For searching updates based on service tag, select the option for “Service Tag” and type in service tag for the platform. This option supports only one service tag at this time. If a valid service tag is entered, the search should return results for the model identified.
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Search results showing updates for selected models

[bookmark: _Toc375220848]Searching for Non-DUP Files

The Support site also hosts files other than Dell Update Packages (a.k.a. DUP). These files are also associated with platforms and are referred to as non-DUP in DRM parlance.

The search support files feature also lets you find the non-DUPs related to platforms of your interest. To search for non-DUP, be sure to check the “All file formats” option instead of the default selection referred to in Figure 2. The search results will include every file that is attached to your choice of platforms. The figure below shows a sample output. The File Format column will tag a non-DUP as either an Update File or Documentation. The files classified as Documentation are typically user guides, readme files, release notes, PDF, XML and HTML files. All the rest non-DUP are classified as Update File; these are best estimates for a binary executable programs that are not DUP. You can also export or download Documentation for later reference.
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Search results showing non-DUP for selected models

[bookmark: _Toc375220849]Using filters on the search results

After search results are available in the results grid the user can use different filters available on the left pane to drill down to the needed results. See Figure:4 that shows all available filters.

Keyword: Use this filter for any text-based searches on the results. The filter will look through wide range of attributes including the file name, description, type, version, criticality and the posting date.

File Format: Use this filter to narrow down on Dell Update Packages (a.k.a. DUP) as well as other files that are not classified as DUP(s). The DUPs are further classified by targeted operating systems that they are intended to run on. The non-DUPs are segregated as Documentation and Update Files. The Documentation option includes all the non-DUPs that are tagged as user manuals, guides, read-me files and the like; the rest are shown as Update Files.

Update type: Use this filter to view updates by type like BIOS, firmware, driver, application or utility updates. The Others option includes all the update files that are not either of the five. This option is applicable only if the search was made on all file formats.

Criticality: Use this filter to show updates based on criticality fields: Recommended, Urgent or Optional. The Others option includes all the update files that are not either of the three. This option is applicable only if the search was made on all file formats.

Availability: This filter can filter out updates not available in Dell FTP catalog based on the selection criteria. This filter uses the catalog available on the Dell FTP site (ftp://ftp.dell.com/catalog) and not the source repository available inside Dell Repository Manager. Since the Dell FTP catalog is usually updated once a quarter, it may not contain the latest updates. This filter can be useful to filter out updates that are missing from the catalog and newer than the release date of the catalog. Also since the catalog carries only up to two versions of any update, the results of the filter may show some older updates.

Date Range: Use this filter to view updates that were released within a date range. For example this is helpful to see all updates released within a quarter.
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Filter options for search results
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From the list of updates available in the search results, the user can perform the following tasks:

Download File: This option lets the user to download the update to a particular folder on the system. This option is available for both DUP and non-DUP file formats. If the user selects non-DUP update files, the digital signature of the files will not be validated. This operation will submit a job to the jobs queue which will be scheduled to run immediately after other jobs in the queue.

Export: This option lets the user to export the updates to an existing repository or create a new repository from the updates selected. If the user selects any non-DUP updates for export, they will be exported as unmanaged updates. The export process first downloads all updates to the local drive before exporting them to the repository.

If the user selects to create a new repository, the user will need to provide a name for the repository. A new job is submitted to the jobs queue with the selected options. When the operation completes, the repository can be viewed from the “My Repositories” tab. Figure 6 shows the options available for exporting.

If the user selects to export the updates to an existing repository, after the export process completes, the user can open the repository and go to the Components tab to find the update.
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Exporting to new or existing repositories
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During export of updates to an existing repository or new repository, bundle creation options are set by default. These two options allow the user to replace old updates with the latest ones and create a new bundle. 

Bundle creation options:

With the replace option, user can update any existing bundle having older update files with the latest updates selected from the search results. Dell Repository Manager can automatically find older updates and replace them with the latest updates in all the bundles available in the repository. The older updates will be moved to a separate archived bundle.

The “Create new bundle” option provides an option to create model specific bundles based on the selected updates. If the search results contain multiple models, selecting updates from different models will create separate bundles for each model. Based on the type of update, either a Windows 32-bit, Windows 64-bit, Linux or OS independent bundle is created.

The “Export Bundles to Light Weight Deployment Pack” option lets you create a LWDP output to a Windows folder of your choice. This option honors all the existing selections and additionally creates the output media.
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Bundles created for selected updates
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A user can manually update a repository with updates available from the Dell Support site. The following steps help a user to update an existing repository with the latest updates available from the Dell support site. 

Start with building a new repository of latest updates available. Search for the updates based on the platform or service tag and export the updates to a new repository. This repository will be a temporary repository to use for updating the existing repository.

After exporting the updates to a new repository, open the repository that needs to be updated with the latest updates.

Now click “Run a comparison” link from the Repository drop down menu.

Select the newly created temporary repository in Step-1 as the source repository and click Compare.

After the comparison operation is completed the “Newer Versions” tab should show the results of what is new. Select all the required updates and click Update. Now the old updates in the bundles should be replaced with the latest updates. The old will be moved to an archived bundle. The existing repository should now be in sync with the latest available updates.
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Updating a repository after running a comparison

[bookmark: _Toc375220853]Summary

Dell Repository Manager provides easy access to search for latest updates available on the Official Dell Support site and provides different options to download or export updates to repositories. This paper detailed many options available to the user for staying up to date with the latest updates available from Dell.
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